
CISCO June Hot Buys
Prices valid through 06-30-20  |  No other discounts apply  |  P 800-888-2986

Revenge® Horse & 
Stable Fly Spray - RTU

Wheelbarrow 
Turf Tire

• Insecticide for horses, 
cattle (beef & dairy), 
goats, sheep and hogs

• Controls fleas and ticks 
on dogs for 35 days

• No oily residue
• Kills and repels
• 32 oz.

• Turf Tires
• 47 lbs.
• Poly tray
• 10 year warranty

Stk# 204.46172
12/cs Full case only

Stk# 866.M61T

Regular $4.59    $4.09 each

Regular $169.16    $159.00 each

Surge Power 

Stk# 351.7LG5599
6/cs Full case only

Regular $17.79    $15.99 each

• A 3-way, post-emergent, 
selective broadleaf 
herbicide for use on 
residential lawns

• Controls dandelions, 
chickweeds, clover, 
oxalis, spurge, wild 
violet and many other 
broadleaf weeds. See 
label for complete list.

• 16 oz.

Bug Killer 
Concentrate

Bug killer great for use on larger gardens 
and trees. Provides excellent control of 

leaf eating and sucking insects. 

Stk# 348100530122 - 16oz
6/cs Full Case Only

Regular $7.79    $6.99 each

Stk# 71803PRO
Regular $23.79   $22.12 each

18-0-3 Summer 
Fertilizer w/Insect 

Control

• Combination of 
lmidacloprid and 
lambda-Cyhalothrin

• Get season long grub 
and mole cricket 
control

• 50 lb Bag

Vendor
Spotlight

Stk# 751.21706
3/cs Full Case Only

Regular $10.87    $9.65 each

Orangeview Café

• Mounts securely to 
a window with strong 
suction cups  
• Removable glass feed 
cups hold grape jelly or 
mealworms

Succulent Mix 
8qt.

Stk# 140.O9935
Regular $25.79    $23.29 case

• Perfect ready-to-use potting 
mix for all your favorite 
succulents

• The blend of sphagnum peat, 
ECOPEAT*, and perlite will 
ensure maximum porosity, 
superior drainage, and ideal 
water retention

• 6 8qt. bags per caseVendor
SpotlightStk# 348.100530123 - 32oz

6/cs Full Case Only
Regular $13.19    $11.89 each

hello
JUNE

Final Fly-T Horse 
Spray - RTU

Stk# 1597510
12/cs Full case only

Regular $13.89   $12.50 each

• Contains .1% Pyrethrins, 1% 
PBO, and 15% Stabilene

• For use as a grooming aid to 
bring out a lustrous sheen

• Kills and repels horse flies, 
deer flies, stable flies, horn 
flies, house flies, face flies, 
mosquitoes, and gnats

• 32 oz.

Whitetail Peas Plus

Stk# 9WP11
Regular $21.05    $18.95 each

A superior cool 
season forage specifically 

designed to maximize 
attraction, production, and 

availability into the late 
season. Over 80% Winter 

Peas. High in sugar and 
protein extremely cold tol-
erant. 11lbs. cover .25 acre. 

Annual.  11 lb. bag



Stk# 819.153850
Regular $4.10    $3.69 each

Enclosed Feed 
Scoop - Hot Pink

• Perfect for supplements, 
feed, and seed

• Build-in graduation marks 
for easy measuring

• Designed to easily scoop 
feed out of a bag without 
spilling

• 3 Qt

Stk# 819.DTBPKIT
Regular $21.94    $19.95 each

Stk# SVSDA14
Regular $24.19   $21.99 each

Aluminum 
Grain Scoop 

Aluminum head material, 
30" hardwood handle, 

steel D-grip.
#14, 15.5" x 20"

Stk# 882.EWHIK16
12/cs Full case only

Regular $4.12   $3.71 each

ZEP®  Enforcer® 
Knockdown Wasp 

& Hornet Spray

Instant knockdown formula 
kills the entire nest of wasps, 

hornets, yellow jackets on 
contact. Jet blast up to 22 

feet lets you spray from a safe 
distance. 16oz. can

Stk# 330.SBF2CDG
Regular $23.30   $20.97 each

Small Hanging 
Hopper Feeder

• Aluminum mesh lined 
floor for drainage

• Easy fill top
• Polywood - will not 

fade, crack, or 
splinter

• Cherrywood/Dark 
Gray

• 9"x9"x8.5"

Stk# 1247
Regular $2.03   $1.83 each

Rubber Gate 
Handle - Yellow

• Soft pliable rubber outer case internally reinforced 
with semi-rigid, non-conductive vinyl inner tube

• Provides a firm grip and acts as an extra layer of 
insulation

• Large, heavy stamped steel plated safety hook
• Enclosed spring stretches 3-1/2" to keep wire taut
• Pack of 10 handles

• 10.5" brooder reflector lamp and 250W red heat 
lamp bulb

• 1.5-lb. plastic poultry chick feeder
• 1.5-qt. plastic poultry chick waterer
• 8" plastic ground feeder
• 12-page Poultry Guide booklet

Stk# 717.TRIC25    2.5 Gal.
Regular $163.33    $147.00 each

Stk# 717.TRIC1    1 Gal.
Regular $68.67    $61.80 each

Stk# 717.TRICQT    1 Qt.
Regular $33.93    $30.54 each

Triclopyr Herb 
61.6% 4E

Control tough vegetation with 
year-round flexible application options. 

Triclopyr 4 has a wide variety of 
applications, including forestry, range 

pastures, rights-of-way, and on 
non-irrigation ditch banks.

Stk# 7HY33326 - 11lbs.

Stk# 7HY33327 - 23lbs.
Regular $9.70   $8.79 each

Regular $15.98   $14.39 each

Bug Blaster 
Granules

Provides broad spectrum control of 
insect pests in Lawns, Landscapes, 

Perimeter around Homes and 
Buildings.

11.5 lb. bag treats up to 5,000 sq. ft.
23 lb. bag treats up to 10,000 sq. ft.

Weed-Out 
Nutsedge Control

• Most effective on young 
weeds, but also works 
on established weeds if 
sprayed thoroughly

• Absorbed by the roots and 
leaves

• Rainfast in 2 hours
• Wait 4 weeks to reseed
• 32 oz. covers 5,000 sq ft.
• 32oz. - RTU

Stk# 7FL11258
12/cs Full case only

Regular $4.79   $4.39 each

Milorganite Pro 
6-4-0

Stk# 78.875
Regular $10.29    $9.29 each

• Provides nitrogen over 
an 8 to 12 week period, 
eliminating problems 
with excessive growth, 
like constant mowing 
and extra clippings

• 13 essential plant       
nutrients

• Contains 4% iron
• 50 lbs.

Stk# 7BON299
12/cs Full case only

Regular $8.17   $7.39 each

Iron Complex

• Promotes vigorous growth 
and dark green color.

• Corrects and prevents 
plant yellowing.

• Corrects iron deficiency.
• Contains iron and sulfur.
• Use on turf, flowers, 

shrubs, trees.
• Qt. 

Vendor
Spotlight

Beginners 
Poultry Kit



Flat Back Bucket - 
Hot Pink

• Molded from tough, 
polyethylene resin

• Impact-resistant
• Heavy-duty steel eyelets 

and handles
• Protects against warping 

and prevents stress 
cracks

• 20 qt. capacity (5 
gallons)

Stk# 819.P20FBPINK
Regular $6.85    $6.16 each

Stk# 30.WRK09
Regular $89.96   $62.97 each

Weed Raker 
Aquatic Rake

The Weed Raker is a 
lightweight lake rake designed 
specifically to remove floating 

lake and pond weeds. It quickly 
and easily removes cut water 

weeds from the water's surface. 
37" Head and 8" Tines

Stk# 703.82002490
Regular $90.53   $79.64 each

Eraser Max  
Weed Killer

• Eraser Max is ideal for 
fence rows, gravel paths, 
sidewalks, driveways, 
parking areas and around 
farm buildings and barns. 

• One application kills weeds 
for up to one year.

• One gallon treats 17,297 
square feet.

• 2.5 gal.

Stk# 204.250
12/cs Full case only

Regular $5.24   $4.79 each

Captain Jacks 
Deadbug Brew® - RTU

• Deadbug Brew® kills bagworms, 
borers, beetles, caterpillars, 
codling moth, gypsy moth, 
loopers, leaf miners, spider 
mites, tent caterpillars, thrips 
and more!

• Use on fruits, vegetables, 
berries, citrus, grapes, nuts 
and ornamentals.

• 32 oz. 

Stk# 722.P2OBIOG
Regular $35.37   $30.06 each

Pond2O BIO 
Pond Cleaner 

Natural muck and sludge 
removal in water with 
heavy organic debris 

loads. 100% safe water 
use immediately—no 
restrictions. Create a 

healthy pond environment 
and add years to your 

pond’s life. 1 gal

Stk# 6NBD40    40#
No minimum order!

Stk# 6NBD20    20#
No minimum order!

Stk# 6NBD10    10#
4/cs full case only

7% discount off regular price.
No other discounts apply.

Preferred Delite

Ingredients: White Millet, Milo, Oil 
Sunflower, Wheat.

Good mix at a value price. For the 
enthusiast on a budget. Attracts blue 
jays, cardinals, chickadees, finches, 

siskins and juncos.

Stk# 7FL11483
12/cs Full case only

Regular $6.01   $5.39 each

Brush/Stump 
Killer - RTU

Controls unwanted 
woody plants, vines, and 

Poison Ivy around homes, 
cabins, buildings, trails, 
fences, walkways and 
other non-crop areas.

8 oz.

Stk# 211.1015050
Regular $91.39   $77.94 case

                                         Only $12.99 a piece

Colorstorm Whirl 
Sprinkler Assort 6/pk

The ColorStorm Whirling Sprinkler is made with a durable 
metal base and has a 3-arm sprinkler head that creates a 
circle spray pattern covering up to 38 Ft. diameter. Enjoy 
the sleek design and brilliant color that Dramm’s Whirling 

Sprinkler will add to your lawn.

Wall Mount 
Hay Rack

• 25"H x 27"W x 10"D
• 1/3 hay bale capacity
• 14 1/4 lbs.

Stk# 866.SRW1425
Regular $24.82    $22.34 each

Whitetail Oats Plus 

Stk# 9WOP45
Regular $29.49    $26.36 each

Designed to thrive in a 
wide range of soil types, 

from slightly sandy to heavy 
bottomland. Loamy to heavy 
soils are best. One 45-pound 
bag will plant up to 1/2 acre.  

45 lb. bag

• Contains a fast-acting fly 
attractant that starts 
working as soon as you add 
water

• Lured by scent - flies enter 
through the yellow top cap 
and drown in the water

• Completely disposable
• Holds up to 40,000 flies

Big Bag
Fly Trap

Stk# 501.BFTDDB12
12/cs Full case only

Regular $5.91   $4.96 each



Stk# HFZG550YWS 
Regular $45.99    $39.99 each  

Garden Hose 
Swivel Grip

• Male and female 
SwivelGrip Connections

• Extreme all-weather 
flexibility

• Won't kink under 
pressure

• Lightweight, coils easily
• 5/8" x 50'

Stk# 305.13612
Regular $18.59    $16.79 each

Poly Grain Scoop 
36" Handle

• #12 Tough duty scoop dairy, 
equine, manure, grain, 
silage, snow, industrial

• Car bumper strength poly  
D-Grip handle

• Tougher abrasive resin in 
blade

• Extra UV inhibitors for 
outdoor use

• Reinforced handle socket

Weed Razer Pro

The Weed Razer Pro pond 
and lake weed cutter is an 

adjustable lake weed cutter, 
cutting 7 different cutting 

paths ranging from 30 inches 
all the way up to 62 inches or 
1.57 meters. The Weed Razer 
Pro is ideal for cattails, milfoil 

and lily pads.

Stk# 30.WRZP10
Regular $129.56    $90.69 each

Stk# 744.1638
6/cs Full case only

Regular $4.19    $3.99 each  

Rain Guage 
with Bracket

• Rain cylinder indicates 
up to 5-inch (12.5 cm) of 
rainfall

• Black cylinder bracket 
easily attaches to wooden 
deck posts or fence posts

• Cylinder is scaled in inches 
and centimeters 

Stk# 501.MGC2DB12
12/cs Full case only

Regular $4.77    $4.29 each

GoClip 
Mosquito

• Protects the space around 
you with a pleasant-
smelling blend of all-
natural essential oils that 
repel biting insects

• Lasts 48 hours
• Can be attached to 

clothing, a lanyard, a hat, 
a backpack, etc.

Stk# 882.348318CV - 18.5oz
6/cs Full case only

Regular $11.96   $10.17 each

CV-80D Fly & 
Insect Control

• CV-80D offers instant 
knockdown and quick kill 
of flying insects

• Kills and repels flies, 
mosquitoes, small flying 
moths, gnats, cockroaches, 
fleas, and more!

Stk# CR4GRT
Regular $3.13    $2.82 each

Large Crock - Granite

• Crock-style dishes feature chew-resistant walls 
and rims

• Impact-resistant plastic that is dishwasher safe
• Granite color
• 48 oz.

Stk# 208.16100
Regular $11.69   $10.49 each

1 Gal Sprayer

• In-tank filter
• Poly tank
• Ergonomic pump handle
• Adjustable cone-to-
straight spraying nozzle
• Comfortable trigger 
shut off

Stk# 7HY32202
12/cs Full case only

Regular $4.55   $4.09 each

Garden, Pet, & 
Livestock Dust

• Low odor vegetable, 
ornamental, Rose, flower, 
fruit, pet and livestock 
insecticide.

• Provides both repelling and 
killing action of over 60 
insects.

• May be applied until one day 
before harvest on listed 
vegetables.

• 4lb.

Stk# 713.10478

Regular $9.18   $8.29 each

2-N-1 Systemic
Insecticide

• Six week protection from 
insect pests and diseases

• Use on roses, flowers, and 
shrubs

• Protects entire plant, 
including new growth

• No spraying - mix & pour

SCOOP SHOVEL

w w w . b u l l g a t e r . c o m  •  e - m a i l :  b u l l g a t e r l t d @ g m a i l . c o m
n

Bullgater Ltd. 
64 Center Square Road, Leola, PA 17540  •  Phone 717-768-7300  •  Fax 717-656-3086

• #12 Tough duty scoop 
dairy, equine, manure, grain, silage, 
snow, industrial

• Car bumper strength poly  
D-Grip handle

• High-tech infused poly anti-freeze 
blade for varied temperature 
durability

• Tougher abrasive resin in blade

• Extra UV inhibitors for outdoor use

• Vermont ash, easy lift back 
saver handle

• Extra-coated smooth wooden handle 
for easy scooping and longer wear

• Reinforced handle socket

www.bullgater.com

The Poly Bull®

The Poly Bull®

12x30 Poly Bull Scoop Shovel - Black  
 Mfg. #13012 UPC #7-49644-13012-3 Handle: 30" 
 Weight 3.6 lbs Length 48.5" Width 14.25"

12x36 Poly Bull Scoop Shovel - Black  
 Mfg. #13612 UPC #7-49644-13612-5 Handle: 36" 
 Weight 3.8 lbs Length 51.375" Width 14.25"

— ALSO AVAILABLE IN GREY — 

30 Poly Bull Scoop Shovel - Grey  
 MFG. # 13017 UPC - 7:49644-13017-8 Handle: 30" 
 Weight 3.6 lbs Length 48.5" Width 14.25"

36 Poly Bull Scoop Shovel - Grey  
 MFG. # 13617 UPC - 7:49644-13017-0 Handle: 36" 
 Weight 3.8 lbs Length 51.375" Width 14.25"

PACKED 6 PER BUNDLE

Assembled in Lancaster County, PA. USA

Revenge®  Fly 
Catcher Ribbon

• THE original fly catcher
• Guaranteed not to dry 

out, leak in transit and 
storage, or be messy and 
obnoxious to use, like 
others are

• "EZ Grab Tab", unfuls the 
ribbon cleanly and easily

Stk# 204.46126
100/cs Full case only

Regular $0.16    $0.15 each

12/cs Full case only

Bucket 
Hook

• Bucket hook & gate latch
• Particle design prevents 

animals from tipping 
feed & water buckets

• May also be used as a gate 
latch

• Durable powder coated 
finish on American steel

Stk# SRBH
Regular $1.70    $1.50 each



Stk# 840.8444
12/cs Full Case Only

Regular $4.79    $3.49 each

Guardian Angel 
Nitrile Glove

• Dipped and dotted 
nitrile palm and 
fingers

• Stretchable nylon shell 
• Knit wrist
• Assorted colors: purple 

& red
• XS, S, M

Stk# 751.S6
2/cs Full case only

Regular $5.07    $4.56 each

Stk# 829704
10/bdl Full bundle only

Regular $3.75   $3.37 each

Pigtail Tread 
In Post

• Easy to move
• Steel step-in post with large 

foot and insulated top
• For use with Poliwire and 

Politape
• Measures 41" in total height 

(34" height above ground)
• 1 year warranty

Stk# 892.WGGD40
Regular $18.95   $17.05 each

Gold Dust 
Attractant

• Year-round attractant feed, 
design to draw deer in with 
its strong natural aroma 
and keep them coming back 
with its great taste

• Contains over 18% protein 
which has a direct effect 
to a deer’s body mass, 
reproduction, lactation and 
antler growth

• 40 lb. bag

Stk# 751.SC51 - Sunflower

Stk# 751.SC52 - Woodpecker

Stk# 751.SC53 - Cardinal

Stk# 751.SC54 - Multi Grain

Stk# 751.SC55 - Mealworm

Stack'Ms 
Suet Cakes

• Mix and Match Stack'Ms seed cakes to 
attract a variety of birds

• Feeder (751.S6) holds up to four cakes

• Holds up to 4 Stack'Ms 
Seed Cakes

• Sturdy metal construction
• Easy-fill design
• Accommodates 

clinging and perching 
birds

Stk# 6WCM20    20#
No minimum order!

Stk# 6WCM10    10#
4/cs Full case only

7% discount off regular price.
No other discounts apply.

Wildlife Critter

Ingredients: Shelled Corn, Oil Sunflower, 
Striped Sunflower, Peanut Pieces, In-shell 
Peanuts.  Perfect for the wildlife watching 
enthusiast.  Attracts squirrels, chipmunks, 

deer and various birds.
Winter Greens 

Stk# 9IWWG3
Regular $26.34    $23.70 each

The Whitetail Institute’s 
late-season food plot 

product, Winter-Greens, 
is the answer to winter 

problems. A brassica blend, 
Winter-Greens is designed 
specifically to attract deer 

in late season. Annual Plant  
6#/acre.  3 lb. bag

Killzall Quick 
Ready-to-Use

• Non-selective systemic weed and 
grass killer that will eliminate  
undesirable vegetation - roots & all!

• Rainproof in 10 minutes
• Reaches root in 1-2 hours

Stk# 7HY32168 - QT
12/cs Full Case Only

Regular $3.34    $2.99 each
Stk# 7HY32169 - GAL

4/cs Full Case Only
Regular $9.99   $8.99 each

Stk# 371.HG-95715
12/cs Full case only

Regular $2.89   $2.49 each

Spectracide Wasp 
& Hornet Killer

• This wasp and hornet spray is 
a water-based, non-staining 
formula

• It offers fast knockdown and 
kill

• It sprays up to 27 feet
• 15 oz.

Stk# 209.TWD
24/cs Full case only

Regular $9.56   $8.49 each

Donut Tree 
Watering Bag

• Designed to provide a drip irrigation system 
directly to tree and shrub roots over an extended 
period of time

• Designed to ensure that your new trees will survive 
their crucial first year after being planted

Stack'Ms Feeder

Regular $1.94   $1.75 each 
6/cs Full case only

Stk# 6WCM5    5#
8/cs Full case only

Stk# 6WCM40    40#
No minimum order!


